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About article 2
article 2 aims at the practical implementation of human rights. In this it recalls article 2 of
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), which reads,

1. Each State Party to the present Covenant undertakes to respect and to ensure to all individuals within
its territory and subject to its jurisdiction the rights recognized in the present Covenant, without
distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national
or social origin, property, birth or other status.

2. Where not already provided for by existing legislative or other measures, each State Party to the
present Covenant undertakes to take the necessary steps, in accordance with its constitutional processes
and with the provisions of the present Covenant, to adopt such laws or other measures as may be
necessary to give effect to the rights recognized in the present Covenant.

3. Each State Party to the present Covenant undertakes:

(a) To ensure that any person whose rights or freedoms as herein recognized are violated shall have an
effective remedy, notwithstanding that the violation has been committed by persons acting in an
official capacity;

(b) To ensure that any person claiming such a remedy shall have his right thereto determined by
competent judicial, administrative or legislative authorities, or by any other competent authority pro-
vided for by the legal system of the State, and to develop the possibilities of judicial remedy;

(c) To ensure that the competent authorities shall enforce such remedies when granted.

This is a neglected but integral article of the ICCPR. If a state signs up to an international
treaty on human rights, it must implement those rights and ensure adequate remedies for
persons whose rights have been violated. Mere talk of rights and formal ratification of
international agreements has no meaning. Rights are given meaning when they are
implemented locally.

Human rights are implemented via institutions of justice: the police, prosecutors and
judiciary. If these are not functioning according to the rule of law, human rights cannot be
realized. In most Asian countries, these institutions suffer from grave defects. These defects
need to be studied carefully, as a means towards strategies for change.

Some persons may misunderstand this as legalism. Those from countries with developed
democracies and functioning legal systems especially may be unable to grasp what it means
to live in a society where ‘institutions of justice’ are in fact instruments to deny justice. As
persons from such countries guide the global human rights movement, vital problems
outside their experience do not receive necessary attention. For people in many countries,
international human rights discourse then loses relevance.

After many years of work, the Asian Legal Resource Centre began publishing article 2 to
draw attention to this vital provision in international law, and to raise awareness of the
need to implement human rights standards and provide effective remedies at the local
level in Asia. Relevant submissions by interested persons and organisations are welcome.
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Nepal: Time to act

Asian Human Rights Commission &
Asian Legal Resource Centre

N epal’s unparalleled human rights catastrophe is
deepening. Since the release of the Asian Legal
Resource Centre’s special report ‘The mathematics of

barbarity and zero rule of law in Nepal’ (article 2, vol. 3, no. 6,
December 2004) the country has been propelled further towards
a point from which there will be no easy return.

With the 1 February 2005 takeover of absolute power by King
Gyanendra, Nepal is now governed through his direct and secret
orders. The military is being given free reign to improvise on
these orders and act in any way it wishes to secure control. The
Nepalese people learn of these orders only when their rights are
being violated as a consequence.

With each day the situation is worsening. The lives of tens of
thousands already under house arrest, in detention, and facing
severe threats from the military are hanging in the balance.
The security forces are hunting down opponents throughout
Kathmandu. The number of persons under arrest is increasing.
Mobs have been mobilised to attack alleged Maoists and spread
chaos. Violence is escalating. Maoist rebels have many new
opportunities to strike. People throughout the country are in a
state of shock; in many parts they are altogether unable to grasp
what is happening. A catastrophe of Cambodian proportions is
not far off.

Supporters of democracy and human rights in Nepal have been
put in an extremely vulnerable position. The fear of arrest has
driven large numbers underground. Heavy controls are being
imposed on travel both internationally and within the country.
Lists are being maintained at international and domestic
airports, and several cases have been reported of persons either
not being allowed to board planes or being removed from planes
after boarding.

On February 3 the Ministry of Information and Communication
announced that all and any media reports opposing the takeover
by the king have been banned. The arrest and detention of large
numbers of democrats, human rights activists, journalists and
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students have thus not been reported. All independent media
have been silenced. In Nepalgunj, on February 7 the instructions
given to journalists were as follows:

1. Newspapers registered in Nepalgunj and that have been publishing
regularly are required to publish remaining within the parameters of
this notice, after receiving a copy of the notice.

2. No newspaper/ media should publish news that could adversely affect
the country’s sovereignty, unity and peace and security.

3. Nothing should be published that would be against the Royal Family
and the Royal Proclamation of February 1.

4. Do not publish news on the strikes called by the Maoists and their
sister (frontal) organisations and about the human and material loss of
the security forces and government offices.

5. It is alright to mention losses suffered by the Maoists in actions by
security forces but do not publish information on accidental civilian
losses other than what is mentioned in the statement issued by the
government spokesman.

6. It is alright to publish information on civilian losses caused by the
Maoists.

7. It is alright for the press to verify information on Maoist activities and
movements obtained from various sources with the security forces.

8. It is alright to point out weaknesses and mistakes and irregularities at
government offices after thorough testing (investigation) and where
possible with proof, but do not publish unfounded (reports) that could
assassinate the character and discourage government employees.

9. Do not publish information and activities of political (parties) and
organisations related with them; publish activities of social, religious,
economic organisations.

10. Do not publish news on the Maoists and other political organisations
by quoting news and articles published or broadcast in foreign (media).
Also do not publish news on activities of Maoists in Indian Territory.

11. Compulsorily make available, free of cost, one copy of publications
for monitoring to the monitoring committee.

12. Abide by other directives of the Information and Communications
Ministry.

These prohibitions speak to the growing repression and
violations of fundamental rights in Nepal that the government is
keen to hide from global view. Among them are daily reports of
new arrests, killings and forced disappearances and more
recently, that military-backed mobs are being mobilised to engage
in extreme acts of violence on the pretext of fighting Maoists.

The numbers of arrests are growing and the whereabouts of
arrestees are often unknown. Even the families of leading
politicians have been denied access to the detained. Judging by
the practices of the recent past, as described in our December
2004 report, in all likelihood the detainees are being tortured.
The February 9 arrest of Krishna Pahadi, a prominent human
rights leader, is indicative. According to an eyewitness, about
five plain-clothed policemen led by an inspector entered Pahadi’s
office and took him to their van waiting outside. A foreign
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journalist who was present in the office asked the police whether
they had an arrest warrant and they replied that they did not;
when asked the reason for the arrest the policemen were unable
to give any. At the time of writing Pahadi was in detention under
the Public Security Act.

The courts are completely unable to stop these arrests and
disappearances. Already scorned by the security forces before
the February 1 takeover, they are now completely powerless: even
habeas corpus writs cannot be pursued with any efficiency. They
are completely unable to address or prevent the prevailing and
spreading lawlessness in the country. As a result, people have
nowhere to turn to escape the abuses of the military and its
accomplices. The National Human Rights Commission of Nepal
is also without any power: its commissioners are themselves
living in fear of their lives. When the mandate of the present
commission expires in May, or perhaps sooner, it is quite likely
that the king will install his own people in its stead. The primary
task of any new commission thus comprised will not be to
investigate and report on gross human rights violations
throughout the country but to deny their occurrence.

The Asian Human Rights Commission has also heard that on
February 17 a group of Maoists went to villages in Kapilvastu
district in search of two people, one a retired sub-inspector of
police. Once the Maoists left, an armed mob immediately gathered
and proceeded to take retaliatory steps. The mob, though initially
small in number, gathered strength to about 1000 people within
a small time, apparently through the use of ‘Village Defence
Committees’. It then dispersed into 21 villages, and over a
number of days set to killing innocent people, brutally torturing
and raping others, and looting and setting fire to houses. Reports
confirm at least 30 murders—including lynchings—and the
burning of 321 houses rendering at least 2,000 people homeless.
In Shivapur village, members of the mob raped a 12-year-old girl
named Sarita in public. A teacher from a local school reported
the incident to the police. Immediately after, police went and
took the girl and her father into custody; the teacher was
threatened for reporting the rape. The government security forces
did nothing to stop the atrocities. After the rampage, they disposed
of dead bodies, pointing to their role in planning and organising
the killings. It has also been reported that several people who
were taken into custody for being alleged Maoist sympathisers
were killed and their bodies also disposed of before relatives could
obtain them.

Such methods of control through organised mobs are all too
familiar in many Asian countries. In India, during recent decades
countless mobs have been let loose while the police and military
have watched. The violence and subsequent tension around the
destruction of the Babri mosque in 1992; organised attacks on
Muslims in Bombay during 1993; and planned eradication of local
Muslim populations by the state government of Gujarat in 2002
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are but a few. After the 1984 massacres of Sikhs, collectively
blamed for the killing of Indira Gandhi, the prominent Supreme
Court Justice V R Krishna Iyer said that

When the history of Human Rights in India of our half-century comes to
be written, the most blood-stained pages will be reserved for the three
deadly November days in the life of the nation. Where is law? Where is
justice? What is the truth? Lying dead in the streets of Delhi’s democracy?
Where are the guilty? Untouchable and unapproachable in high offices?
How can the highest in the executive and members of the Summit Court
ever command, when mass casualty of human lives and rights remain a
poignant interrogation?

Examples of this kind of army-backed mob violence can be
found from virtually every part of Asia and many other regions
as well. In Indonesia the unleashing of anti-communist mobs by
the military caused the deaths of hundreds of thousands of people
in that country during the 1960s. As the perpetrators of those
crimes ruled the country over the next three decades, Indonesian
memory and identity has become so confused that until today
recovery has been impossible. In Sri Lanka the mob violence
against the Tamil population living in Colombo during the ‘Black
July’ of 1983 is well known. Much of the extreme political bloodshed
that was to come in the subsequent years had its origin in the
horrors of that time. In May 2003 the military regime in Burma
deployed mobs to brutally attack a convoy of democracy supporters
in the north of the country; the true circumstances of the attack
remain obscure; however, the newly-appointed prime minister
of the country is purported to have been its mastermind.

State-sponsored mob violence is often introduced ostensibly
to counter a perceived threat: communism, terrorism or
otherwise. However, the real purpose is for the ruling group to
destroy all opposition and obtain or retain absolute control. The
consequences, whether intended or not, are rampant corruption
and unlimited slaughter. A permanent state of chaos denies the
establishment of a stable society functioning under the rule of
law. Through destruction, a type of authoritarian anarchy
prevails.

Nepal is on the path towards that type of anarchy. As its media
are now completely controlled and many journalists are under
arrest, the actual extent of violence is not getting reported to the
outside world. The BBC and CNN do not have their cameras
pointed on houses as they burn, or villagers as they are hanged.
The continuous detention of political leaders of democratic
parties, trade unionists, human rights workers and journalists
has also failed to excite the attention of the international media.

Only a diseased mind could dream of reinstalling the absolute
monarchy in Nepal. It is the impossible dream of a feudal autocrat.
After a protracted popular struggle, just 15 years ago Nepal was
transformed from an historically oppressive absolute monarchy
into a democracy. The radical social change brought about by
this political development cannot be undone by way of this
takeover, except by eliminating all those persons whose loyalty
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to the king may be called into question, by massacres or
otherwise. Such is the logic on which the takeover was
predicated.

Strong positions and action taken by several countries,
including India, some European Union countries and the United
States, have had some effect in checking the king’s bloody
ambition. During February, in a coordinated move, governments
of the European Union and the United States recalled their
ambassadors for talks. The recall was given support by the
government of India, which informed the king through its
ambassador that it would not support his takeover. The Indian
Minister for External Affairs likewise stated that immediate steps
should be taken towards the release of political leaders,
journalists and human rights activists, as well as the freeing of
restrictions on the media and restoration of multi-party
democracy. But while international pressure has been able to
restrain the king and military to a certain extent, it is unlikely
that such restraint will last long. The coup was designed to
eliminate all democratic opposition obstructing the king’s
ambition for absolute power; democratic parties and their support
base are now the prime targets.

Under these circumstances, the Nepalese middle class and
professionals are also under threat. While many will try to flee
the country, others may be subjected to arrest, imprisonment
and killing. If Nepal goes the same way as other countries in
Asia where large-scale human rights disasters have occurred it
seems inevitable that in a very short period of time its middle
class will be greatly diminished. This loss will affect all sectors
of society, especially business. The skills and resources required
for the functioning of an organised modern society will soon only
be available through the military and its supporters. Nepal’s track
record on corruption, already deplorable, will become much worse.

Serious intervention by the international community could
change this situation. The initial steps taken by several
governments should be transformed into a collective effort at
developing a comprehensive strategy, which must then be
implemented urgently. Without such action, before long the
situation may deteriorate to an extent that no solution will be
available, as has happened in many places in the world during
recent years. The Asian Human Rights Commission has in the
recent months almost daily stated that a broad international
strategy should include the following:

1. All international aid to the country must be frozen.

2. The country’s seat in the UN must be suspended for having
violated its charter.

3. All international ties with the Royal Nepalese Army and
other security forces must be severed.

4. A UN envoy must be located permanently within Nepal so
as to facilitate the return to democracy.
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5. The state parties to the International Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights should request the chairperson of the Human
Rights Committee to convene a Special Session in accordance
with rule 3 of its Rules of Procedure to discuss the present
situation in Nepal arising out of the coup.

6. A UN Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights
in Nepal must be appointed, and report on developments
constantly.

These interventions should not be left to governments to
initiate. The global human rights movement, as well as
democratic bodies worldwide, must make serious attempts to
understand the situation in Nepal and exercise pressure on their
governments and communities to work out comprehensive
diplomacy. Nepal must become a priority in the discourse of
democratic and civil rights movements everywhere. Long before
the king declared himself unquestioned ruler, many human
rights organisations, including the Asian Legal Resource Centre
and Asian Human Rights Commission, warned of what was
coming. It is bitterly disappointing that no sustained meaningful
discussion on the catastrophe in Nepal has yet begun even in
the global human rights community itself. To date it has
amounted to little more than some utterances of surprise from
among a few persons in developed countries. The time for
surprise is long past. All democratically minded people and
organisations must therefore now play an active role to exert
pressure for deeper involvement in Nepal by the international
community, led by the United Nations. Time is short: it is time
to act.
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Appendix: Letter by the AHRC to the Asia Pacific
Forum of National Human Rights Institutions
regarding grave threats to the National Human
Rights Commission of Nepal

28 February 2005

Mr Kieren Fitzpatrick
Director
Asia Pacific Forum of National Human Rights Institutions
GPO Box 5218
Sydney NSW 1042
AUSTRALIA

Fax: +61 2 9284 9825
Pages: 2

Dear Mr Fitzpatrick

RE: IMPENDING THREAT TO NHRC OF NEPAL DEMANDS
URGENT RESPONSE BY NATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS INSITUTIONS
IN ASIA-PACIFIC

The Asian Human Rights Commission (AHRC) is writing to
you about the very grave human rights situation in Nepal. The
AHRC is particularly concerned about looming threats to the
National Human Rights Commission (NHRC) of Nepal, a member
of the Asia Pacific Forum of National Human Rights Institutions
since August 2000. A concerted and energetic response from all
national human rights institutions in the Asia Pacific, together
with the NHRC of Nepal, is urgently needed.

Since February 1, when the king of Nepal assumed absolute
power, the lives of tens of thousands have been hanging in the
balance. The security forces have been hunting down opponents
throughout Kathmandu. New travel restrictions have prevented
human rights defenders and government critics from leaving
Kathmandu valley. Two members of the NHRC Mr Kapil Shrestha
and Mr Sushil Pyakurel have in recent days been among those
denied their fundamental right to freedom of movement. With
each day the situation is worsening.

The Asian Human Rights Commission is concerned that the
NHRC of Nepal may soon be completely jeopardised. The mandate
of the existing commission expires in May 2005. The law requires
that a new commission be appointed only through the
establishment of a committee comprising of the prime minister,
chief justice, and leader of opposition in the house of
representatives. Since the parliament of Nepal was first
suspended in 2002 there has been no possibility that these
requirements could be met. Additionally, all normal governance
ceased when the king took over on February 1. The international
community, including the UN High Commissioner for Human
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Rights, has stressed that the mandate of the existing commission
should be extended until the requirements for a new commission
can be met. However, there are persistent concerns that the
king will disregard the law and replace the commission when its
mandate expires.

Supporters of democracy and human rights in Nepal have been
put in an extremely vulnerable position. They now face enormous
dangers not only from the security forces but also from the Maoist
rebels, who have many new opportunities to strike. The violence
is expected to escalate. People throughout the country are in a
state of shock; in many parts they are altogether unable to grasp
what is happening. A catastrophe of Cambodian proportions is
not far off.

The Asian Human Rights Commission earlier welcomed the
recall of ambassadors from Nepal by the European Union and
United States, and also the support given to this move by the
government of India, which has informed the king through its
ambassador that it will not support his takeover. The European
Parliament has also called for sanctions against individual
members of the regime. These initiatives back the sentiments
of leading democratic parties, which have stated that they will
not accept the increasingly brutal absolute rule by the king
through use of the armed forces.

Democratic groups and human rights defenders in Nepal have
put up determined resistance at great personal risk. Powerful
governments are also mobilising against the king. However, he
is unlikely to withdraw from power without continued strenuous
efforts from both within and without the country. It therefore
falls to the international community to take determined steps to
ensure that multi-party democracy and respect for human rights
are restored in Nepal.

It is imperative that the national human rights institutions
of the region, through the Asia Pacific Forum, take a lead role in
this effort. The Asian Human Rights Commission accordingly
calls upon the Asia Pacific Forum to publicly and unequivocally

1. Condemn the wiping out of human rights and democracy in
Nepal by the king as illegitimate.

2. Demand that the members and staff members of the NHRC
of Nepal be permitted to travel freely and safely both within the
country and abroad.

3. State that the Asia Pacific Forum will recognise the NHRC
of Nepal only in its present form until such a time that a
democratic government is restored and a new commission
mandated in accordance with the law.

4. Commit the resources of the Asia Pacific Forum to protect
the members and staff members of the NHRC of Nepal alongside
all human rights defenders in the country, and call upon its
member commissions to do the same.
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If necessary, the Asia Pacific Forum should convene an
emergency session to devise a strategy to address the deepening
tragedy in Nepal.

Additionally, the AHRC reiterates its earlier demands to the
international community, that

1. All international aid to Nepal must be frozen.

2. The country’s seat in the UN must be suspended for having
violated its charter.

3. All international ties with the Royal Nepalese Army and
other security forces must be severed.

4. A UN envoy must be located permanently within Nepal so
as to facilitate the return to democracy.

5. State parties to the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights (ICCPR) should request the chairperson of the
Human Rights Committee to convene a Special Session in
accordance with rule 3 of its Rules of Procedure to discuss the
present situation in Nepal arising out of the takeover.

6. A UN Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights
in Nepal must be appointed, and report on developments
constantly.

The AHRC adds that all travel restrictions on persons in Nepal
must be lifted at once as in violation of the ICCPR, to which Nepal
is a party.

On behalf of the AHRC, I urge you to act swiftly and decisively.
Please also visit http://nepal.disappearances.org for regular
updates on the situation in Nepal.

Yours sincerely

(Signed)
Basil Fernando
Executive Director

(Copies sent to all member institutions in the Asia-Pacific)
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Lists of arrested political leaders
and human rights defenders in

Nepal since 1 February 2005

n

These incomplete lists of arrested political leaders and
human rights defenders since the takeover of absolute
power by King Gyanendra in Nepal since 1 February 2005

were released by the Asian Human Rights Commission through
a series of Urgent Appeals in February. Names have been recorded
in the order they were received. Many cases remain unreported.
Many of the arrested persons face imminent torture and forced
disappearance. See further: UP-16-2005: NEPAL: List of arrested
political leaders and human rights defenders; International
intervention is urgently required, 18 February 2005; UP-18-2005:
NEPAL: Additional lists of arrested political leaders/ activists and
human rights defenders, 23 February 2005; UP-21-2005: NEPAL:
Additional list of people arrested in Nepal, 2 March 2005. For
acronyms and initials used, please see glossary overleaf.

1. List of arrested political leaders and activists
Name/ Affiliation/ Designation/ District of arrest/ Location of detention/
Status at time of appeal

1 February
1. Krishna Prasad Bhattarai, NC, founder of NC & former prime

minister, Lalitpur, Bhaisepati, released on 9 February

2. Girija Prasad Koirala, NC, president/ former prime minister,
Kathmandu, Maharajgunj, house arrest

3. Madhav Kumar Nepal, CPN (UML), general secretary/ former
deputy prime minister, Kathmandu, Koteshwor, house arrest

4. Sher Bahadur Deuba, NC (D), president/ former prime minister,
Kathmandu, Budhanilkantha, house arrest

5. Lokendra Bahadur Chand, RPP, former prime minister,
Bhaktapur Lokanthali, released on 9 February

6. Surya Bahadur Thapa, former prime minister, Kathmandu,
Maligaun, released on 14 February

7. Pashupati S B J Rana, RPP, chairperson, Kathmandu,
Maharajgunj, released on 9 February
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    Glossary

ANNFSU All Nepal National Free students Union
ANWA All Nepal Women’s Association
APF Armed Police Force
CEC Central Executive Committee
CPN (ML) Communist Party of Nepal

(Marxist-Leninist)
CPN (MLM) Communist Party of Nepal

(Marxist-Leninist-Maoist)
CPN (U) Communist Party of Nepal (United)
CPN (UML) Communist Party of Nepal

(Unified Marxist-Leninist)
CVICT Centre for Victims of Torture, Nepal
CWIN Child Workers in Nepal Concern Centre
DDC District Development Committee
DNYF Democratic National Youth Federation
FNJ Federation of Nepalese Journalists
FSU Free Students Unison
HoR House of Representatives
HR Human rights
HRERLC Human Rights Education Radio Listeners

Club
HUDEP Human Development and Peace

Campaign
HURON Human Rights Organization Nepal
HURPES Human Rights and Peace Society
INSEC Informal Sector Service Centre
MP Member of Parliament
NBA Nepal Bar Association
NC Nepali Congress
NC (D) Nepali Congress (Democratic)
NPA Nepal Professors’ Association
NRSA Nepal Revolutionary Student Association
NSP Nepal Sadhvawana Party
NSP (A) Nepal Sadhvawana Party (Anandidevi)
NSU Nepal Student Union
NSU (D) Nepal Student Union (Democratic)
NTD Nepal Tarun Dal
NTUC Nepal Trade Union Congress
NWA Nepal Women’s Association
NWPP Nepal Workers–Peasants’ Party
PFN People’s Front Nepal
PSA Public Security Act
RPP Rastriya Prajatantra Party
RSS Rastriya Samachar Samitee

(National News Agency)
SOPHRE Society for Protection of Human Rights

and Rural Development
TU Tribhuvan University
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8. Badri Prasad Mandal, NSP, chairperson/ former deputy prime
minister, Kathmandu, Anamnagar, released on 9 February

9. Narayan Man Bijukchhe, NWPP, chairperson, Bhaktapur,
Bhaktapur-8, released on 9 February

10. Amik Sherchan, PFN, chairperson, Kathmandu, Koteshwor,
house arrest

11. Aanandi Devi Singh, NSP (A), chairperson, Saptari, Rajbiraj,
released on 9 February

12. Lila Mani Pokhrel, PFN, vice-chairperson, Kathmandu,
Koteshwor, house arrest

13. C P Mainali, CPN (ML), general secretary, Kathmandu,
Chabahil, house arrest

14. Bharat Mohan Adhikari, CPN (UML), Standing Committee
member/ former deputy prime minister, Kathmandu, Kalanki,
house arrest

15. K P Sharma Oli, CPN (UML), Standing Committee member/
former Home minister, Bhaktapur, Balkot, released 14 February

16. Amrit Kumar Bohara, CPN (UML), Standing Committee
member/ former minister, Kathmandu, Sitapaila, house arrest

17. Bam Dev Gautam, CPN (UML), Standing Committee member/
former deputy prime minister, Lalitpur, APF Training Centre in
Kakani in Nuwakot, detention under PSA

18. Sahana Pradhan, CPN (UML), Standing Committee member/
former minister, Lalitpur, Sanepa, released on 9 February

19. Pradeep Nepal, CPN (UML), Standing Committee member/
former minister, Kathmandu, Nepal Police No. 2 Battalion in
Maharajgunj, detention under PSA

20. Ishwor Pokhrel, CPN (UML), Standing Committee member/
former minister, Saptari, Rajbiraj Jail in Saptari, detention
under PSA

21. Krishna Gopal Shrestha, CPN (UML), Central Committee
member/ former state-minister, Lalitpur, detention

22. Asta Laxmi Shakya, CPN (UML), Central Committee member/
former state-minister, Kathmandu, Sitapaila, house arrest

23. Rajendra Pandey, CPN (UML), Central Committee member/
former MP, Kathmandu, Nepal Police No. 2 Battalion in
Maharajgunj, detention

24. Mahendra Bahadur Pandey, CPN (UML), Central Committee
member/ former MP, Kathmandu, detention

25. Jagadish Sah, CPN (UML), former MP, Saptari, Rajbiraj Jail
in Saptari, detention under PSA

26. Rup Narayan Shrestha, CPN (UML), student leader,
Kathmandu, detention

27. Rajendra Rai, CPN (UML), student leader, Kathmandu,
detention

28. Binod Dhakal, CPN (UML), District Committee member,
Morang, Biratnagar Jail, detention under PSA
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29. Nona Koirala, NC, Central Committee member, Kathmandu,
house arrest

30. Ram Chandra Poudel, NC, Central Committee member/ former
minister and Speaker of HoR, Tanahu, Tanahu Jail, detention
under PSA

31. Govinda Raj Joshi, NC, Central Committee member/ former
minister, Tanahu, released same day

32. Narahari Acharya, NC, Central Committee member/ former
minister, Kathmandu, APF Training Centre in Kakani in
Nuwakot, detention under PSA

33. Laxman Prasad Ghimire, NC, Central Committee member,
Kathmandu, APF Training Centre in Kakani in Nuwakot,
detention

34. Chakra P Bastona, NC, Central Committee member/ former
minister, Jhapa, Chandragadhi Jail, detention under PSA

35. Amod P Upadhyaya, NC, Central Committee member/ former
minister, Morang, Biratnagar Jail, detention under PSA

36. Ram Kumar Chaudhari, NC, former MP, Saptari, Rajbiraj Jail in
Saptari, detention under PSA

37. Tarini Datta Chataut, NC, former minister, Kanchanpur,
Mahendranagar Jail, detention under PSA

38. Gopal Rai, NC, former MP, Kathmandu, APF Training Centre in
Kakani in Nuwakot, detention under PSA

39. Surendra P Chaudhari, NC, former MP, Parsa, Birgunj Jail,
detention under PSA

40. Yagya Raj Sunuwar, ANNFSU, secretary, Kathmandu, detention

41. Lekhnath Neupane, NC, district president, Bhaktapur, APF
Battalion in Duwakot in Bhaktapur, detention under PSA

42. Shiv Kumar Basnet, NC, former MP, Kathmandu, APF Training
Centre in Kakani in Nuwakot, detention

43. Ram Nath Adhikari, NC, former MP, Kathmandu, APF Training
Centre in Kakani in Nuwakot, detention

44. Madhu Acharya, NC, district president, Kavre APF Training
Centre in Kakani in Nuwakot, detention under PSA

45. Guru Raj Ghimire, NSU, ex-chairperson, Morang, Biratnagar
Jail, detention under PSA

46. Kundan Raj Kafle, NSU, president of FSU of Pashupati Multiple
Campus, Kathmandu, APF Training Centre in Kakani in
Nuwakot, detention

47. Sagar Thapa, NSU, president of FSU of Mahendra Morang
Campus, Morang, Biratnagar Jail, detention

48. Keshav Singh, NSU, Central chairperson, Kathmandu,
detention

49. Nilambar Acharya, former minister and ambassador,
Kathmandu, APF Battalion in Duwakot in Bhaktapur, detention

50.Nanda Kumar Prasain, CPN (MLM), Central Committee member,
Kathmandu, released on 14 February
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51. Bijay Kumar Gachchhedar, NC (D), former minister,
Kathmandu, detention

52. Purna Bahadur Khadka, NC (D), former minister, Kathmandu,
house arrest

53. Haribol Bhattarai, NC (D), Central Committee member,
Kathmandu, APF Training Centre Kakani in Nuwakot, detention

54. Bal Krishna Khand, NC (D), former state-minister, Lalitpur,
detention

55. Kishor Singh Rathor, NSU (D), chairperson, Kathmandu,
detention

56. Indu Sharma, NSU, president of FSU of Saraswati Multiple
Campus, Kathmandu, detention

57. Kalyan Gurung, NSU, activist, Kathmandu, detention

58. Chauenlai Shrestha, NC, activist, former FSU secretary of TU
Campus, Kathmandu, Ward Police Office in Singhadarbar,
detention

59. Parul Chhetri, ANNFSU, district level activist, Morang,
Biratnagar Jail, detention under PSA

60. Nawaraj Koirala, NWPP, Central Committee member, Surkhet,
Birendranagar Jail, detention under PSA

61. Anis Ansari, NC, former MP, Saptari, Rajbiraj Jail in Saptari,
detention under PSA

62. Arjun Sah, NC, district president. Saptari. Rajbiraj Jail in
Saptari, detention under PSA

63. Bindeshwor Yadav, NC, activist, Saptari, Rajbiraj Jail in
Saptari, detention under PSA

64. Ram Datta Sah, NC, activist, Saptari, Rajbiraj Jail in Saptari,
detention under PSA

65. Jagannath Das, NC, activist/ mayor, Saptari, Rajbiraj Jail in
Saptari, detention under PSA

66. Umesh Misra, NC, activist, Saptari, Rajbiraj Jail in Saptari,
detention under PSA

67. Kapileshwor Sah, NC, activist, Saptari, Rajbiraj Jail in Saptari,
detention under PSA

68. Ram Chandra Yadav, NSU, secretary of FSU of Mahendra
Bindeshwori Multiple Campus, Saptari, Rajbiraj Jail in Saptari,
detention under PSA

69. Mahesh Yadav, NSP (A), activist, Saptari, Rajbiraj Jail in
Saptari, detention under PSA

70. Dinesh Yadav, NSP (A), student leader, Saptari, Rajbiraj Jail in
Saptari, detention under PSA

71. Diwakar Devkota, CPN (UML), district secretary, Saptari,
Rajbiraj Jail in Saptari, detention under PSA

72. Ram Dev Sah, NC, activist, Saptari, Rajbiraj Jail in Saptari,
detention under PSA

73. Ersad Ansari, NSU, Central Committee member, Saptari,
Rajbiraj Jail in Saptari, detention under PSA
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74. Anil Dev, NTD, district chairperson, Saptari, Rajbiraj Jail in
Saptari, detention under PSA

75. Sushil Sewa, NC, district secretary, Saptari, Rajbiraj Jail in
Saptari, detention under PSA

76. Pawan Singh, NC, activist, Saptari, Rajbiraj Jail in Saptari,
detention under PSA

77. Deepak Sah, NC, activist, Saptari, Rajbiraj Jail in Saptari,
detention under PSA

78. Kishor Kumar Yadav, NSP (A), activist, Saptari, Rajbiraj Jail in
Saptari, detention under PSA

79. Basang Sah, NSP (A), activist, Saptari, Rajbiraj Jail in Saptari,
detention under PSA

80. Ashok Koirala, NC, district president, Morang, Biratnagar Jail,
detention under PSA

81. Dilip Sapkota, NC, activist, Morang, Biratnagar Jail, detention
under PSA

82. Gopal Raj Rajbhandari, NC, activist, Morang, Biratnagar Jail,
detention under PSA

83. Gita Pathak, NC, activist, Morang, Biratnagar Jail, detention
under PSA

84. Amrit Aryal, NC, activist, Morang, Biratnagar Jail, detention
under PSA

85. Suvas Poudel, NC, activist, Morang, Biratnagar Jail, detention
under PSA

86. Puskar Acharya, NC, activist, Morang, Biratnagar Jail, detention
under PSA

87. Ram Naresh Yadav, NC, activist, Morang, Biratnagar Jail,
detention under PSA

88. Laxmi Basnet, NC, activist, Morang, Biratnagar Jail, detention
under PSA

89. Shiv Narayan Sinha, NC, activist, Morang, Biratnagar Jail,
detention under PSA

90. Saroj Acharya, NC, activist, Morang, Biratnagar Jail, detention
under PSA

91. Rukmini Koirala, NC, activist, Morang, Biratnagar Jail,
detention under PSA

92. Kalyan K C, NC, activist, Morang, Biratnagar Jail, detention
under PSA

93. Keshav Basnet, NC, activist, Morang, Biratnagar Jail, detention
under PSA

94. Man Bahadur Rai, NC, activist, Morang, Biratnagar Jail,
detention under PSA

95. Shyam Pokhrel, NC, activist, Morang, Biratnagar Jail, detention
under PSA

96. Damodar Koirala, NC, activist, Morang, Biratnagar Jail,
detention under PSA
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97. Mana Lal Yadav, NC, activist, Morang, Biratnagar Jail,
detention under PSA

98. Basu Koirala, NC, activist, Morang, Biratnagar Jail, detention
under PSA

99. Ram Kumar Khatri, NC, activist, Morang, Biratnagar Jail,
detention under PSA

100. Babu Ram Koirala, NC, activist, Morang, Biratnagar Jail,
detention under PSA

101. Ganga Datta Joshi, NC, former MP, Kanchanpur,
Mahendranagar Jail, detention under PSA

102. Yagya Raj Joshi, NC, activist, Kanchanpur, Mahendranagar
Jail, detention under PSA

103. Prem Bista, NC (D), activist, Kanchanpur, Mahendranagar Jail,
detention under PSA

104. Bhairav Singh Air, NC, activist, Kanchanpur, Mahendranagar
Jail, detention under PSA

105. Narayan Datta Pant, student, Kanchanpur, Mahendranagar
Jail, detention under PSA

106. Govinda Bista, NSU, activist, Kanchanpur, Mahendranagar
Jail, detention under PSA

107. Riti Raj Chataut, political activist, Kanchanpur,
Mahendranagar Jail, detention under PSA

108. Madan Chand, NC, district Office secretary, Kanchanpur,
Mahendranagar Jail, detention under PSA

109. Bhoj Bahadur Rawal, NC, activist, Kanchanpur,
Mahendranagar Jail, detention under PSA

110. Dharmananda Bhatta, NC, activist, Kanchanpur,
Mahendranagar Jail, detention under PSA

111. Ambadatta Joshi, NC, activist, Kanchanpur, Mahendranagar
Jail, detention under PSA

112. Padam Pandit, NC (D), activist, Kanchanpur, Mahendranagar
Jail, detention under PSA

113. Tara Datta Awasti, Political activist, Kanchanpur,
Mahendranagar Jail, detention under PSA

114. Karna Bahadur Shah, NC, activist, Kanchanpur,
Mahendranagar Jail, detention under PSA

115. Bishnu Misra, NC (D), activist, Kanchanpur, Mahendranagar
Jail, detention under PSA

116. Nain Singh Gurung, student, Kanchanpur, Mahendranagar
Jail, detention under PSA

117. Dhani Ram Bohora, NC, activist, Kanchanpur, Mahendranagar
Jail, detention under PSA

118. Ram Singh Air, NC, activist, Kanchanpur, Mahendranagar Jail,
detention under PSA

119. Manorath Pandey, no affiliation, Kanchanpur, Mahendranagar
Jail, released same day
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120. Hom Nath Dahal, NC (D), Central Committee member/ former
minister, Kathmandu, detention

121. Prakashman Singh, NC (D), Central Committee member/
former minister, Kathmandu, released on 14 February

122. Bimalendra Nidhi, NC (D), Central Committee member/ former
minister, Kathmandu, detention

123. Dr Prakash Sharan Mahat, NC (D), Central Committee
member/ former state-minister, Kathmandu, detention

124. Dr Minendra Rijal, NC (D), spokesperson, Kathmandu,
detention

125. Trilok Pratap Rana, NC, ex-district president, Kathmandu,
APF Training Centre in Kakani in Nuwakot, detention

126. Gopal Raj Pahari, NC (D), Central Committee member,
Kathmandu, APF Training Centre in Kakani in Nuwakot,
detention

127. Tirtha Ram Dangol, NC, district president, Kathmandu, APF
Training Centre in Kakani in Nuwakot, detention

128. Rajan Rai, ANNFSU, Central Committee member, Kathmandu,
detention

129. Om Prakash Aryal, ANNFSU, general secretary of the student
wing of CPN (ML), Kathmandu, detention

130. Mahesh Devkota, ANNFSU, secretariat member of the student
wing of CPN (ML), Kathmandu, detention

131. Lochan K C, ANNFSU, Treasurer of the student wing of CPN
(ML), Kathmandu, detention

132. Deepak Kumar Rai, ANNFSU, Central Committee member of
the student wing of CPN (ML), Kathmandu, detention

133. Jyoti Sharma, ANNFSU, Central Committee member of the
student wing of CPN (ML), Chitwan, Bharatpur Jail, detention
under PSA

134. Dilli Ram Bohara, ANNFSU, secretariat member of the student
wing of CPN (ML), Chitwan, Bharatpur Jail, detention under PSA

135. Dilip Rai, RPP, activist, Kathmandu, detention

2 February
136. Devi Gyawali, CPN (UML), District Committee member/ former

mayor, Chitwan, Bharatpur Jail, detention under PSA

137. Ramakant Sapkota, CPN (UML), Zonal Committee member,
Chitwan, Bharatpur Jail, detention under PSA

138. Ram Singh Bishwokarma, CPN (UML), activist, Chitwan,
detention

139. Shushil Koirala, NC, general secretary, Banke, Nepalgunj Jail,
detention under PSA

140. Dilip Neupane, student, Kaski, released next day

141. Ramesh Chhetri, student, Kaski, released next day

142. Shreedhar Parajuli, student, Kaski, released next day
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143. Narayan Sapkota, student, Kaski, released next day

144. Ram Nath Gaire, student, Kaski, released next day

145. Indra P Lamichhane, student, Kaski, released next day

146. Padam Giri, student, Kaski, released next day

147. Suraj Hamal, student, Kaski, released next day

148. Ganesh Regmi, student, Kaski, released next day

149. Krishna K C, student, Kaski, released next day

150. Bhoj Raj Baral, student, Kaski, released next day

151. Binod Poudel, student, Kaski, released next day

152. Santosh Khatri, student, Kaski, released next day

153. Ram Chandra Kafle, student, Kaski, released next day

154. Krishna Subedi, student, Kaski, released next day

155. Shalik Ram Shahi, student, Kaski , released next day

156. Jeet Gurung, student, Kaski, released next day

157. Damodar Gyawali, student, Kaski, released next day

158. Kamal Raj Poudel, student, Kaski, released next day

159. Dev Raj Tiwari, student, Kaski, released next day

160. Narendra Karki, student, Kaski, released next day

161. Rami Lama, student, Kaski, released next day

162. Jhalak Man Baral, student, Kaski, released next day

163. Mukh Bahadur B K, student, Kaski, released next day

164. Laxman B K, student, Kaski, released next day

165. Sharmila Sharma, student, Kaski, released next day

166. Dilu Gurung, student, Kaski, released next day

167. Prakash Karki, student, Kaski, released next day

168. Ram Bahadur Waiba, student, Kaski, released next day

169. Surya Bahadur K C, student, Kaski, released next day

170. Santosh Budha, student, Kaski, released next day

171. Hari Krishna Pandey, student, Kaski, released next day

172. Jagadish Adhikari, student, Kaski, released next day

173. Nepal K C, student, Kaski, released next day

174. Puran Thapa, student, Kaski, released next day

175. Mohan Pathak, student, Kaski, released next day

176. Gurans M Shrestha, student, Kaski, released next day

177. Sanu Babu Poudel, student, Kaski, released next day

178. Manoj B K, student, Kaski, released next day

179. Narayan Shrestha, student, Kaski, released next day

180. Surya P Dhakal, student, Kaski, released next day

181. Kisan K C, student, Kaski, released next day
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182. Upendra Gautam, student, Kaski, released next day

183. Ashok Baral, student, Kaski, released next day

184. Deepak Gaire, student, Kaski, released next day

185. Ramesh Acharya, student, Kaski, released next day

186. Subash Poudel, student, Kaski, released next day

187. Shreekrishna Poudel, student, Kaski, released next day

188. Bel Bahadur Burja, student, Kaski, released next day

189. Bishnu P Poudel, student, Kaski, released next day

190. Santosh Raj Poudel, student, Kaski, released next day

191. Deependra Poudel, student, Kaski, released next day

192. Keshav Poudel, student, Kaski, released next day

193. Gajendra Bahadur Thapa, student, Kaski, released next day

194. Prakash Tiwari, student, Kaski, released next day

195. Anil Shahi, student, Kaski, released next day

196. Deependra Bhandari, student, Kaski, released next day

197. Bibik Gurung, student, Kaski, released next day

198. Santosh G C, student, Kaski, released next day

199. Ram Prasad B K, student, Kaski, released next day

200. Ram Chandra Regmi, student, Kaski, released next day

4 February
201. Jamindra Man Ghale, CPN (UML), former DDC president,

Lamjung, Lamjung Jail, detention under PSA

7 February
202. Prof. Lok Raj Baral, former ambassador, Kathmandu,

detention

203. Ram Bahadur Basnet, NC, former DDC president, Sunsari,
District Police Office of Inaruwa, detention

204. Malechchhi Chaudhari, NC, former mayor of Itahari
Municipality, Sunsari, District Police Office of Inaruwa,
detention

8 February
205. Jay Prakash Prasad Gupta, NC (D), former minister,

Kathmandu, detention

206. Bikash Lamsal, CPN (UML), district vice secretary, Parvat
Parvat Jail, detention under PSA

207. Manoj Kumar Meyanbo, CPN (UML), ex-mayor of Dharan
Municipality, Sunsari, District Police Office of Inaruwa,
detention
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208. Pradeep Bhandari, CPN (UML), Municipality Committee
secretary, Sunsari, District Police Office of Inaruwa, detention

209. Murari Subedi, CPN (UML), Drictrict Committee member,
Sunsari, District Police Office of Inaruwa, detention

210. Raj Kumar Rai, CPN (UML), DNYF Dharan Municipality
Committee, Sunsari, District Police Office of Inaruwa,
detention

211. Shyam Pokhrel, NSU, activist, Sunsari, District Police Office of
Inaruwa, detention

212. Basanta Rai, NSU, activist, Sunsari, District Police Office of
Inaruwa, detention

213. Bikash Acharya, NSU, activist, Sunsari, District Police Office
of Inaruwa, detention

9 February
214. Lila Gigi, CPN (UML), district secretary, Rupandehi District

Police Office, detention

215. Babu Ram Chaudhari, CPN (UML), district vice secretary,
Rupandehi District Police Office, detention

216. Puspanjali Upadhyaya, ANWA, district chairperson, Rupandehi
District Police Office, detention

217. Yagya Raj Pant, ANNFSU, FSU Membe of Patan Multiple
Campus, Lalitpur District Police Office, detention

218. Manoj Dhungel, ANNFSU, FSU member of Patan Multiple
Campus, Lalitpur District Police Office, detention

219. Kamal Rawal, ANNFSU, activist of Ratna Rajya Laxmi Campus,
Kathmandu, detention

220. Yuba Raj Bhandari, ANNFSU, activist of Ratna Rajya Laxmi
Campus, Kathmandu, detention

221. Chandramani Budhathoki, ANNFSU, activist of Ratna Rajya
Laxmi Campus, Kathmandu, detention

222. Tekendra Poudel, ANNFSU, activist of Ratna Rajya Laxmi
Campus, Kathmandu, detention

223. Lawos Rai, NSU, member, Lalitpur, District Police Office,
detention

11 February
224. Chaturbhuj Shahi, NRSA, member, Surkhet, District Police

Office, detention

225. Sunita Roka, ANNFSU, Primary Committee member of Padma
Kanya Campus, Kathmandu, detention

226. Mahesh Basnet, CPN (UML), Bhaktapur District Committee
member, Kathmandu, District Police Office, detention

227. Bidur Khadka, CPN (UML), Kathmandu No. 3 Regional
Committee member, Kathmandu, District Police Office,
detention
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228. Ajay Aryal, ANNFSU, FSU secretary of Mahendra Ratna
Campus Tahachal in Kathmandu, Kathmandu, District Police
Office, detention

229. Kedar Prasad Adhikari, CPN (UML), civil servant at Appellate
Court of Lalitpur, Kathmandu, District Police Office, detention

15 February
230. Surya Karki, ANNFSU, Primary Committee member of Ratna

Rajya Laxmi Campus, Kathmandu, detention

231. Raghubar Bhatta, NC (D), activist, Dadeldhura, District Police
Office, detention

232. Lok Raj Bhatta, NC (D), activist, Dadeldhura, District Police
Office, detention

233. Ganesh Datta Bhatta, NTD, Central Committee member,
Dadeldhura, District Police Office, detention

234. Khagendra Khanal, ANNFSU, district secretary, Banke,
detention

16 February
235. Arjun Nar Singh K C, NC, spokesperson, Lalitpur, detention

236. Meena Pandey, NWA, chairperson, Lalitpur, released same day

237. Indra Lal Sapkota, CPN (UML), district vice secretary, Baglung,
District Police Office, detention under PSA

238. Roshan Poudel, NSU (D), activist, Bhaktapur Municipality-17
in Dudhpati, Bhaktapur, District Police Office, detention

239. Rewati Bhandari, CPN (UML), district vice secretary, Inaruwa,
Sunsari, District Police Office, detention

240. Post Kumar Nepal, CPN (UML), District Committee member,
Inaruwa, Sunsari, District Police Office, detention

241. Dambar Khatiwada, CPN (UML), district Office secretary,
Inaruwa, Sunsari, District Police Office, detention

242. Shanti Shrestha, CPN (UML), Central Office Assistant, Central
Office of Balkhu, Kathmandu, Nepal Electricity Training Centre
in Kharipati in Bhaktapur, detention

243. Prabhakar Pyakurel, CPN (UML), Central Office Assistant,
Central Office of Balkhu, Kathmandu, Nepal Electricity Training
Centre in Kharipati in Bhaktapur, detention

17 February
244. Nar Bahadur Dhami, ANNFSU, Central Committee member,

Mahendranagar, Kanchanpur, District Police Office, detention

245. Man Mohan Bhattarai, NC (D), Central Committee member,
Kathmandu,  detention

246. Ganesh Shah, CPN (U), vice general secretary,  Kathmandu,
detention
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247. Niraj Acharya, DNYF, Central Committee member, office of the
DNYF in Bagbazaar, Kathmandu,  detention

248. Govinda Acharya, DNYF, Central Office Assistant, office of the
DNYF in Bagbazaar, Kathmandu,  detention

249. Jagat Raj Shakya, NC, district president, Kumaripati, Lalitpur,
District Police Office, detention

18 February
250. Ram Krishna Yadav, NC, district president, Janakpur,

Dhanusa, released same day

251. Anand Dhungana, NC, former MP, Janakpur, Dhanusa,
released same day

252. Smriti Narayan Chaudhari, NC, former MP, Janakpur,
Dhanusa, released same day

253. Shiva Dhari Yadav, NC, former MP, Janakpur, Dhanusa,
released same day

254. Bishweshor Yadav, NC, district secretary, Janakpur, Dhanusa,
released same day

255. Lila Koirala, NC, Central Committee member/ former MP,
Janakpur, Dhanusa, released same day

256. Sher Bahadur Dhat, NC, district president, Bagbazaar,
Dadeldhura, District Police Office, detention

257. Hikmat Bahadur Air, NC, District Committee member,
Bagbazaar, Dadeldhura, District Police Office, detention

258. Ram Chandra Chataut, NC, General Assembly member,
Bagbazaar, Dadeldhura, District Police Office, detention

259. Upendra Joshi, NC, Municipality Committee president,
Bagbazaar, Dadeldhura, District Police Office, detention

260. Keshav Poudel, NSU, activist, Asan, Kathmandu, Nepal
Electricity Training Centre in Kharipati in Bhaktapur, detention

261. Meena Pandey, NWA, chairperson Asan, Kathmandu,
detention (previously arrested from the NC office on February
16 and released on the same day)

262. Hari Bhakta Adhikari, NC, former MP, Asan, Kathmandu,
Nepal Electricity Training Centre in Kharipati in Bhaktapur,
detention

263. Pradip Khadka, NSU, activist, Asan, Kathmandu, Nepal
Electricity Training Centre in Kharipati in Bhaktapur, detention

264. Gopal Subedi, NC, former MP, Asan, Kathmandu, Nepal
Electricity Training Centre in Kharipati in Bhaktapur, detention

265. Bal Chandra Sharma, NC, district president of Rasuwa, Asan,
Kathmandu, Nepal Electricity Training Centre in Kharipati in
Bhaktapur, detention

266. Man Bahdur Bishwokarma, NC, former MP, Asan,
Kathmandu, Nepal Electricity Training Centre in Kharipati in
Bhaktapur, detention
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267. Ram Kumari Jhankri, ANNFSU, Central secretariat member,
Chhetrapati, Kathmandu, Nepal Electricity Training Centre in
Kharipati in Bhaktapur, detention

268. Ram Chandra Chaudhari, NC, activist, Janakpur, Dhanusa,
released same day

269. Raj Kumar Bharati, NC, activist, Janakpur, Dhanusa, released
same day

270. Brisesh Chandra Lal Karna, NC, former mayor of Janakpur
Municipality, Janakpur, Dhanusa, released same day

271. Parameshwor Sah, NC, activist, Janakpur, Dhanusa, released
same day

272. Jagat Sundar Sah, NC, activist, Janakpur, Dhanusa, released
same day

273. Keshav Dhungel, NC, activist, Janakpur, Dhanusa, released
same day

274. Surendra Sharma, NC, activist, Janakpur, Dhanusa, released
same day

275. Suresh Chaudhari, NC, activist, Janakpur, Dhanusa, released
same day

276. Bharat Prasad Sah, NC, activist, Janakpur, Dhanusa, released
same day

277. Tulasa Acharya, NC, activist, Janakpur, Dhanusa, released
same day

278. Puspa Lata Lama, NC, activist, Janakpur, Dhanusa, Arrest,
released same day

279. Bhela Pariyar, NC, activist, Janakpur, Dhanusa, released
same day

280. Shyam Chandra Yadav, NC, activist, Janakpur, Dhanusa,
released same day

281. Nawal Kishor Yadav, NC, activist, Janakpur, Dhanusa,
released same day

282. Hari Narayan Yadav, NC, activist, Janakpur, Dhanusa,
released same day

283. Kewal Kumar Sharma, NC, activist, Janakpur, Dhanusa,
released same day

284. Shrawan Kusiet, NC, activist, Janakpur, Dhanusa, released
same day

285. Bishnu Dev Sah, NC, activist, Janakpur, Dhanusa, released
same day

286. Indal Yadav, NC, activist, Janakpur, Dhanusa, released same
day

287. Ram Chandra Sah, NC, activist, Janakpur, Dhanusa, released
same day

288. Ram Naresh Yadav, NC, activist, Janakpur, Dhanusa, released
same day

289. Dilip Kumar Yadav, NC, activist, Janakpur, Dhanusa,
released same day
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290. Shambhu Nath Yadav, NC, activist, Janakpur, Dhanusa,
released same day

291. Ram Babu Yadav, NC, activist, Janakpur, Dhanusa, released
same day

292. Ram Naresh Mahato, NC, activist, Janakpur, Dhanusa,
released same day

293. Shiva Shankar Mandal, NC, activist, Janakpur, Dhanusa,
released same day

294. Jagadish Mandal, NC, activist, Janakpur, Dhanusa, released
same day

295. Badri Narayan Mandal, NC, activist, Janakpur, Dhanusa,
released same day

296. Sakhichan Yadav, NC, activist, Janakpur, Dhanusa, released
same day

297. Mabarak Kawadi, NC, activist, Janakpur, Dhanusa, released
same day

298. Ram Naresh Singh, NC, activist, Janakpur, Dhanusa, released
same day

299. Chandra Deva Yadav, NC, activist, Janakpur, Dhanusa,
released same day

300. Brij Lal Mahaseth, NC, activist, Janakpur, Dhanusa, released
same day

301. Roshan Jha, NC, activist, Janakpur, Dhanusa, released same
day

302. Prabin Kumar Yadav, NC, activist, Janakpur, Dhanusa,
released same day

303. Shiva Sharan Pandit, NC, activist, Janakpur, Dhanusa,
released same day

304. Mahendra Mahato, NC, activist, Janakpur, Dhanusa, released
same day

305. Thaku Yadav, NC, activist, Janakpur, Dhanusa, released same
day

306. Chandreshwor Yadav, NC, activist, Janakpur, Dhanusa,
released same day

307. Ram Govinda Yadav, NSP (A), district president, Janakpur,
Dhanusa, released same day

308. Sanjay Kumar Chaudhari, NSP (A), activist, Janakpur,
Dhanusa, released same day

309. Bijay Kumar Yadav, NSP (A), activist, Janakpur, Dhanusa,
released same day

310. Indukanta Jha, NSP (A), activist, Janakpur, Dhanusa,
released same day

311. Rameshwor Yadav, NSP (A), activist, Janakpur, Dhanusa,
released same day

312. Jitendra Misra, NSP (A), activist, Janakpur, Dhanusa,
released same day
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313. Ram Bahadur Bista, NC, former MP, Asan, Kathmandu, Nepal
Electricity Training Centre in Kharipati in Bhaktapur, detention

314. Jit Bahadur Thapa, NC, former MP, Asan, Kathmandu, Nepal
Electricity Training Centre in Kharipati in Bhaktapur, detention

315. Satya Raj Bhandari, NC, district president of Bajhang, Asan,
Kathmandu, Nepal Electricity Training Centre in Kharipati in
Bhaktapur, detention

316. Ram Hari Khatiwada, NC, activist, Asan, Kathmandu, Nepal
Electricity Training Centre in Kharipati in Bhaktapur, detention

317. Buddha Lama, NC, activist, Asan, Kathmandu, Nepal
Electricity Training Centre in Kharipati in Bhaktapur, detention

318. Rajan Dahal, NC, activist, Asan, Kathmandu, Nepal Electricity
Training Centre in Kharipati in Bhaktapur, detention

319. Kamal Bahadur Khatri, NC, activist, Asan, Kathmandu, Nepal
Electricity Training Centre in Kharipati in Bhaktapur, detention

320. Kari Prasad Koirala, NC, activist, Asan, Kathmandu, Nepal
Electricity Training Centre in Kharipati in Bhaktapur, detention

321. Ram Kumar Mulmi, NC, activist, Asan, Kathmandu, Nepal
Electricity Training Centre in Kharipati in Bhaktapur, detention

322. Sarita Ban, NC, activist, Asan, Kathmandu, Nepal Electricity
Training Centre in Kharipati in Bhaktapur, detention

323. Jagadish Kuinkel, NC, activist, Asan, Kathmandu, Nepal
Electricity Training Centre in Kharipati in Bhaktapur, detention

324. Bishal Regmi, NC, activist, Asan, Kathmandu, Nepal Electricity
Training Centre in Kharipati in Bhaktapur, detention

325. Mani Raj Regmi, NC, activist, Asan, Kathmandu, Nepal
Electricity Training Centre in Kharipati in Bhaktapur, detention

326. Ram Prasad Kafle, NC, activist, Asan, Kathmandu, Nepal
Electricity Training Centre in Kharipati in Bhaktapur, detention

327. Bharat Bhandari, NC, activist, Asan, Kathmandu, Nepal
Electricity Training Centre in Kharipati in Bhaktapur, detention

328. Lavashree Neupane, NC, activist, Asan, Kathmandu, Nepal
Electricity Training Centre in Kharipati in Bhaktapur, detention

329. Deepak Poudel, NC, activist, Asan, Kathmandu, Nepal
Electricity Training Centre in Kharipati in Bhaktapur, detention

330. Rajendra Dhatal, NC, activist, Asan, Kathmandu, Nepal
Electricity Training Centre in Kharipati in Bhaktapur, detention

331. Kumar Khadka, NC, activist, Asan, Kathmandu, Nepal
Electricity Training Centre in Kharipati in Bhaktapur, detention

332. Hari Khadka, NC, activist, Asan, Kathmandu, Nepal Electricity
Training Centre in Kharipati in Bhaktapur, detention

333. Prabhat Ale, NC, activist, Asan, Kathmandu, Nepal Electricity
Training Centre in Kharipati in Bhaktapur, detention

334. Rajendra K C, NC, activist, Asan, Kathmandu, Nepal Electricity
Training Centre in Kharipati in Bhaktapur, detention

335. Goma Gurung, NC, activist, Asan, Kathmandu, Nepal
Electricity Training Centre in Kharipati in Bhaktapur, detention
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336. Geeta Pathak, NC, activist, Asan, Kathmandu, Nepal
Electricity Training Centre in Kharipati in Bhaktapur, detention

337. Shukra Raj Sharma, NC, MP (National Assembly),
Mahendrapool in Pokhara-4, Kaski, District Technical Office of
Pokhara, detention under PSA

338. Naresh Shankar Palikhe, NC, activist, Mahendrapool in
Pokhara-4, Kaski, District Technical Office of Pokhara,
detention under PSA

339. Nirmal Karmacharya, NC, activist, Mahendrapool in Pokhara-
4, Kaski, District Technical Office of Pokhara, detention under
PSA

340. Rajendramani Lamichhane, NC, activist, Mahendrapool in
Pokhara-4, Kaski, District Technical Office of Pokhara,
detention under PSA

341. Sharada Poudel, NWA, Central Committee member,
Mahendrapool in Pokhara-4, Kaski, District Technical Office of
Pokhara, detention under PSA

342. Gopal Prasad Koirala, NC, former MP, Damak, Jhapa, District
Police Office, detention

343. Sudhir Siwakoti, NC, district president, Shanishchare, Jhapa,
District Police Office, detention

344. Uddhav Thapa, NC, district secretary, Anarmani, Jhapa,
District Police Office, detention

345. Deepak Tamang, NC, activist, Shanishchare, Jhapa, District
Police Office, detention

346. Navin Poudel, NC, activist, Pokhara, Kaski, released next day

347. Shamsher Bahadur Thapa, NC, activist, Pokhara, Kaski,
released next day

348. Khem Kumari Poudel, NC, activist, Pokhara, Kaski, released
next day

349. Rishi R Kafle, NC, activist, Pokhara, Kaski, released next day

350. Keshav Parajuli, NC, activist, Pokhara, Kaski, released next
day

351. Gopal Parajuli, NC, activist, Pokhara, Kaski, released next day

352. Kopila Ranabhat, NC, activist, Pokhara, Kaski, released next
day

353. Kamal Bahadur Tamang, NC, activist, Pokhara, Kaski,
released next day

354. Bishnu Hari Baral, NC, activist, Pokhara, Kaski, released next
day

355. Ram Chandra Pokhrel, NC, activist, Damauli, Tanahu, District
Police Office, detention

356. Sunil Bhandari, NC, former MP, Dhangadhi, Kailali, District
Police Office, detention

357. Narayan Misra, NC, former DDC president, Dhangadhi, Kailali,
District Police Office, detention
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358. Jyoti Prakash Joshi, NC, activist, Dhangadhi, Kailali, District
Police Office, detention

359. Bhakta Bahadur Karki, NC, activist, Dhangadhi, Kailali,
District Police Office, detention

360. Prem Joshi, NC, activist, Dhangadhi, Kailali, District Police
Office, detention

361. Yagya Raj Pathak, NC, district president, Dipayal, Doti,
District Police Office, detention

362. Nar Bahadur Dhat, NC, activist, Dipayal, Doti, District Police
Office, detention

363. Durga Fulara, NC, activist, Dipayal, Doti, District Police
Office, detention

364. Bharat Bahadur Khadka, NC, activist, Dipayal, Doti, District
Police Office, detention

365. Laxmi Pathak, NC, activist, Dipayal, Doti, District Police
Office, detention

366. Keshav Upadhyaya, NC, activist, Dipayal, Doti, District Police
Office, detention

367. Ram Upadhyaya, NC, activist, Dipayal, Doti, District Police
Office, detention

368. Ghanshyam Pathak, NC, activist, Dipayal, Doti, District Police
Office, detention

369. Ram Rokaya, NSU, Central Committee member, Dipayal, Doti,
District Police Office, detention

370. Hari Rajauriya, NC (D), district president, Ghorahi, Dang,
District Police Office, detention

371. Dhruba Gyawali, NC (D), activist, Ghorahi, Dang, District
Police Office, detention

372. Mohan Oli, NC (D), activist, Ghorahi, Dang, District Police
Office, detention

373. Surya Rana, NTD, district president, Ghorahi, Dang, District
Police Office, detention

374. Bashudev Bhatta, NC, former MP, Mahendranagar,
Kanchanpur, detention

375. Surendra Bista, NTD, activist, Mahendranagar, Kanchanpur,
detention

20 February
376. Posh Nath Sharma, NC, District Committee secretary,

Mahendrapool in Pokhara-4, Kaski, District Police Office,
detention

377. Namuna Shrestha, NC, District Committee member,
Mahendrapool in Pokhara-4, Kaski, District Police Office,
detention

378. Khem Kumari Baral, NC, activist, Mahendrapool in Pokhara-4,
Kaski, District Police Office, detention
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379. Ganga Bahadur Khatri, NC, activist, Mahendrapool in
Pokhara-4, Kaski, District Police Office, detention

380. Chandra Kanta Poudel (Gorakhapatra Baje), distributor of
newspapers, Mahendrapool in Pokhara-4, Kaski, District Police
Office, detention

381. Bhawani Prasad Poudel, NC, Regional Committee member,
Mahendrapool in Pokhara-4, Kaski, District Police Office,
detention

382. Nanda Prasad Poudel, NC, Regional Committee member,
Mahendrapool in Pokhara-4, Kaski, District Police Office,
detention

383. Basanta Raj Bhattarai, NSU, activist, Mahendrapool in
Pokhara-4, Kaski, District Police Office, detention

384. Kamal Acharya, NC, activist, Mahendrapool in Pokhara-4,
Kaski, District Police Office, detention

2. List of arrested human rights defenders and
journalists
Name/ Affiliation/ Designation/ Date/ District of arrest/ Location of
detention/ Status at time of appeal

1. Sindhu Nath Pyakurel, NBA, ex-chairperson, 1 February,
Kathmandu, APF Battalion in Duwakot in Bhaktapur, released on
14 February

2. Bal Krishna Poudel, HURON, district secretary, 1 February,
Chitwan, Bharatpur Jail, detention

3. Bishnu Nisthuri, FNJ, general secretary, 1 February,
Kathmandu, Ward Police Office of Singhadarbar, detention under
PSA

4. Prakash Khatiwada, INSEC, HRYB district representative, 1
February, Saptari, released same day

5. Nanda Bandhari, CVICT, Advocate, 1 February, Surkhet,
Birendranagar Jail, detention

6. Lok Prasad Pant, Civil Society Network, chairperson, 1 February,
Surkhet, Birendranagar Jail, detention

7. Arjun Upreti, Saptakoshi FM, correspondent, 1 February,
Sunsari, Police Office of Itahari, released after two hours

8. Manju Bhattarai, NTUC, activist, 1 February, Kathmandu,
District Police Office of Hanumandhoka, detention

9. Laxman Bahadur Basnet, NTUC, chairperson, 1 February,
Morang, Biratnagar Jail, detention

10. Bam Dev Adhikari, SOPHRE, vice-chairperson, 4 February,
Lamjung, Lamjung Jail, detention

11. Nava Raj Pahadi, Antaranga Weekly, editor, 4 February,
Lamjung, detention

12. Krishna Pahadi, HURPES, ex-president, 9 February,
Kathmandu, Nepal Police Headquarter of Naxal, detention under
PSA
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13. Rajesh Sharma, HRERLC, district chairperson, 9 February,
Kaski, Bijaypur Barrack in Pokhara, released on 10 February

14. Sukha Ram Maharjan, HURON, vice chairperson of Kirtipur
Branch, 9 February, Kathmandu, detention

15. Suresh Chandra Pokhrel, HURPES, vice-president, 10 February,
Kathmandu, Ward Police Office in Baneshwor, released on 14
February

16. Jay Ram Basnet, HURPES, member, 10 February, Kathmandu,
Ward Police Office in Baneshwor, released on 14 February

17. Basu Devkota, HUDEP, general secretary, 10 February,
Kathmandu, Ward Police Office in Baneshwor, released on 14
February

18. Laxmi Pariyar, HURPES, member, 10 February, Kathmandu,
Ward Police Office in Baneshwor, released on 14 February

19. Bal Ram Aryal, HURPES, Treasurer, 10 February, Kathmandu,
District Police Office of Hanumandhoka, released on 14 February

20. Suman Shrestha, HURPES, Kathmandu District Committee
secretary, 10 February, Kathmandu, Ward Police Office in
Baneshwor, released on 14 February

21. Jiba Lal Kharel, HURPES, member, 10 February, Kathmandu,
Ward Police Office in Baneshwor, released on 14 February

22. Narayan Datta Kandel, HURPES, member, 10 February,
Kathmandu, Ward Police Office in Baneshwor, released on 14
February

23. Laxman Acharya, HURPES, member, 10 February, Kathmandu,
Ward Police Office in Baneshwor, released on 14 February

24. Bal Ram Neupane, HURPES, activist, 10 February, Kathmandu,
Ward Police Office in Baneshwor, released on 14 February

25. Hira Lal Acharya, HURPES, activist, 10 February, Kathmandu,
Ward Police Office in Baneshwor, released on 14 February

26. Narayan Adhikari, RSS, correspondent, 13 February, Chitwan,
detention

27. Basant Parajuli, Gorakhapatra Daily, correspondent, 13 February,
Chitwan, detention

28. D R Pant, Kantipur Daily, correspondent, Dadeldhura, District
Police Office, detention

29. Sujiv Bajracharya, City Times Daily, editor/ publisher,
Kathmandu, District Police Office, detention

30. Madan Pokhrel, Naulo Awaj Weekly, correspondent, Bhadrapur,
Jhapa, Army Barrack in Charali, released on 13 February

31  Deepak Adhikari, Naulo Awaj Weekly, editor, 12 February,
Bhadrapur, Jhapa, Army Barrack in Charali, released on 18
February

32. Khem Bhandari, Aviyan Daily, editor, Mahendranagar,
Kanchanpur, District Police Office, detention

33. Gauri Pradhan, CWIN, chairperson, Tribhuvan Intl Airport,
Kathmandu, Nepal Police Headquarters in Naxal, detention
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34. Khagendra Bhattarai, NPA, former chairperson, 18 February,
Asan, Kathmandu, Nepal Electricity Training Centre in Kharipati
in Bhaktapur, detention

35. Krishna Prasad Dahal, Patan Multiple Campus, professor, 18
February, Asan, Kathmandu, Nepal Electricity Training Centre in
Kharipati in Bhaktapur, detention
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In the wake of the tsunami,
deception and discrimination

Asian Human Rights Commission &
Asian Legal Resource Centre

The tsunami that hit countries around the Indian Ocean
on 26 December 2004 brought misery to all living along
its coasts. Without exception, the human suffering

brought by the tsunami was deeply felt in every affected area.
Sadly, with such suffering comes a resurgence of human
prejudice, opportunism, deception and mismanagement.

Such negative qualities are not new to the elites of Asia,
particularly when dealing with foreigners. In Sri Lankan folklore,
for instance, one expression relates ‘the way the Portuguese went
to Kotte’. This story, known to every child, tells how the
Portuguese, who were occupying part of the coastal area, wanted
to meet the local king. The Portuguese envoys were blindfolded
and taken around for many days before reaching the place where
they finally met the ruler. What they were not aware of was that
the place of the meeting was in fact only a short distance from
where they had originally set off. Though this may have been a
security measure, it also illustrates the knowledge gained by a
people, particularly the elite, who lived under colonial rule for
over 500 years. Deceiving foreigners was then a means of survival
as well as of acquiring wealth. The history of nearly all wealthy
established Asian families is one of deception of foreigners. In
fact, it is a fine art among them.

Today, faced with the worst natural disaster to have happened
in recent memory, which has brought much sympathy and
support from all over the world to the Indian Ocean coastline old
habits seem to have risen again. Despite the tremendous amount
of international assistance, huge numbers of victims see that
little has changed. In many places, some choice words and
phrases—‘orphans’, ‘devastated families’, ‘impoverished
fisherfolk’—were all that was needed to have the world move in
an unprecedented manner. Indeed, numerous children lost
either or both parents, and other relatives; boats, houses, schools
and a vast quantity of personal possessions were destroyed on
an unprecedented scale. Money and in-kind assistance poured
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in. But the complaint of many is that nothing has reached them,
except perhaps a few food parcels. Many are living in camps
without any encouragement that soon they will be able to return
to their normal lives. Tales of misery continue to emerge from
everywhere.

The two states of southern India worst hit by the tsunami are
a case in point. Relief distribution has been mismanaged and
inadequate. In Pondichery, just eight kilogrammes of rice and
12,000 rupees for house reconstruction was being given to each
family. In Tamil Nadu, although the rice distributed was about
60 kilogrammes per family, the amount paid for reconstruction
was just 8000 rupees. Some rice was reportedly infested with
worms and unfit for human consumption. There was a lack of
coordination between the operations of the non-governmental
agencies and different government organs. Assistance in some
areas overlapped whereas other affected places were completely
ignored. Relief camps in some places were shut down after only
about three days, and victims left to fend for themselves. Many
remote villages were being totally neglected due to caste
discrimination and political allegiances.

Relief supplies in India have been distributed on the basis of
caste. In Dalit villages such as Kadapakuppam and Pattipulam of
Kachipuram district, Tamil Nadu, at the time of writing no relief
had yet been received. This is despite 175 families in
Kadapakuppam and 280 families in Pattipulam having felt the
brunt of the disaster. Likewise, in Pannanthittu village of
Chidambaram Thaluka, Tamil Nadu, all 150 families affected by
the tsunami had been denied aid. Villagers in MGR Thattu,
meanwhile, protested that they had received very little.

Caste-based discrimination has also been witnessed in other
areas of relief operations. Dalits have been brought in from
neighbouring regions to handle dead bodies, as they are
‘traditionally’ obliged to do, without any efforts to systematically
record the numbers of dead and their identities, in order that
families might later claim compensation. Community kitchens,
established to distribute food to victims, have been divided into
two: one for caste Indians and one for Dalits; upper castes would
not consume food prepared by Dalits, or eat together with them.
It is a sad reality that even in times of extreme necessity caste
prejudice still dominates social exchanges. Despite caste
discrimination being a violation of international human rights
standards and domestic law, it continues to exercise a debilitating
influence on the lives of millions in India daily, under any
circumstances.

Even the dead, it seems, have become a target for exploitation
in India. The government payment of 100,000 rupees to each
family per deceased member was a welcome step. However, the
money was delivered as cheques, often to illiterate people. This
manner of payment was ripe for abuse. Word soon came out that
unscrupulous individuals were promising survivors to help cash
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the cheques, and then disappear with the money. Others with
influence and local know-how have used the opportunity to claim
money for deceased persons to whom they are not actually related.

By contrast, in Thailand a sturdy impression was given of fast
relief and reconstruction efforts. However, there too, relief efforts
were uneven, and discrimination against large numbers of
Burmese migrants working in the affected areas also had a
negative effect on the management of the disaster as a whole.
At least 120,000 registered Burmese migrant workers were in
parts of Thailand hit by the tsunami; the total number of
Burmese, accounting for estimates of illegal persons, may have
been double that figure. It was estimated in mid-January that
as a result of the tsunami about 2300 Burmese workers were
killed, 4000 were missing, and over 3000 were taking shelter at
abandoned construction sites without any humanitarian
assistance, most in Phangnga and Phuket provinces. Many of
the survivors had lost all of their possessions, including work
permit cards.

While the authorities were quick to assist Thai citizens and
foreign tourists in the affected areas by giving shelter, basic
facilities, medical attention, food, financial assistance, and doing
DNA checks to find missing relatives, the Burmese workers were
excluded from these operations. Despite the Ministry of Labour
announcing that the government would provide 20,000 baht in
compensation for a death, and 2000 baht in aid money for each
unemployed Burmese worker, as well as assistance in DNA
checks to find missing relatives, no action was initially taken.
Officials announced that only those with work permits would be
allowed access to humanitarian aid, but it was reported that even
these persons faced great difficulties in obtaining support.

 Meanwhile, the authorities began rapidly rounding up
Burmese workers and forcibly deporting them to their country of
origin, where the government had in its usual manner barely
even recognised that a disaster had occurred; certainly, it
informed outsiders, there was nothing going on that it could not
handle by itself. On the pretext of cutting down on post-tsunami
crime, large numbers of migrants in Thailand were arrested and
swiftly sent back to the border. These included legal workers
who had lost their registration cards during the tsunami or whose
employers were killed; most did not receive any compensation
or back pay before being sent. At the border, reports have it that
reluctant Burmese authorities were readmitting only a few of
the deported persons, again on the ground that they had no valid
documentation. The consequence was to force a large number of
Burmese migrant workers into hiding, under miserable
conditions.

After considerable domestic and international protest over the
treatment of the affected Burmese, including intervention by
the Asian Human Rights Commission, international agencies
stepped up their efforts to address the problems, and government
authorities went some way to relaxing the discriminatory relief
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policies. Arrests and deportations ceased. However, only small
numbers of the affected migrant workers were still getting access
to assistance, due to continued fears over deportation: most from
small local organisations, and in some instances, the Thai Red
Cross Society. The process of re-registration of Burmese workers
was also being delayed due to mismanagement and inefficient
district bureaucracy. By the end of January, no effective database
had been set up for re-registration, and no information made
available to migrants. A lack of Burmese-Thai interpreters was
also hampering efforts. Local human rights groups advised
authorities to set up a desk at each district office to deal solely
with the re-issuing of identity cards and work permits to migrant
workers. They also suggested them to hire more interpreters
and establish an on-line database system to speed up the process.

The enormous task of identifying all the recovered bodies of
the dead in Thailand was hampered for administrative reasons
from the start, and into February was continuing to face
difficulties. The discrimination against Burmese migrants was
one problem, as the Burmese victims did not dare approach the
authorities to report and identify lost friends and relatives.
Perhaps one thousand of the bodies lying unidentified at the time
were believed to be those of Burmese, for whom no one had come
forward.

More seriously, the police force used the tsunami to
undermine the important role of the Forensic Science Institute
in Thailand. The institute was established because of a
recognised need for an independent and professional body to
identify and assess dead bodies in Thailand. It is particularly
necessary in order to act as a checking measure against
uncontrolled killings by the police, and deliberately manipulated
or botched autopsies under conventional procedure. So it is not
surprising that the police view the institute with hostility, but it
was most unfortunate that they sought to use the recovery
operations from this natural disaster as an opportunity to reassert
control over forensic procedures. After the institute initiated all
the work of identifying bodies, the police succeeded in wresting
control of enquiries. On the surface, the dispute was about the
most efficient means by which the very large number of victims
could be properly identified. In reality it was about the power
over forensic science in Thailand as a whole. More troubling
still are recent allegations that police have kidnapped volunteers
who have worked with the institute during the tsunami recovery
effort and have interrogated them on its work. At a time when
the country has had a sense of unity in its efforts to cope with
the disaster, such news is likely to demoralise many.

Another country where demoralisation has been caused not
only by the effect of the tsunami itself but also by subsequent
government action or inaction is Sri Lanka. In late January,
the Asian Human Rights Commission raised concerns over
growing deception in the use of funds received from all over the
world for the relief and rehabilitation of tsunami victims there.
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It pointed to the fact that in the immediate aftermath of the
tsunami the government armed itself with a declaration of
emergency. This step was taken not to address the tsunami itself,
which had already passed, but ostensibly to force through
emergency relief in the face of possible corruption and abuse of
power.

Sri Lanka has a bad record for gross human rights abuses
during emergencies declared by presidential proclamation, so
the step is very dangerous. It is unclear how the problems caused
by a natural disaster can be solved by changing evidentiary laws
regarding inadmissibility of confessions, allowing the president
to appoint police officers directly, giving the armed forces powers
of arrest and detention and the right to make searches and break
into premises without warrants, and imposing the death sentence
in certain cases. In actual fact, an effective response to the
tsunami requires a high level of cooperation among people and a
high level of transparency and accountability on the part of the
government. Freedom of speech and association are vital at such
times. Imposing emergency powers on people who have lost
everything will only create further obstacles to their achieving a
degree of security and stability in their lives. As the presidential
powers obtained under such proclamations have in the past also
been used to bypass the parliament and suspend the powers of
courts, thereby creating enduring problems for the rule of law in
Sri Lanka, the Asian Legal Resource Centre has urged that they
be suspended quickly.

During January and February, the Asian Human Rights
Commission also pointed to a number of other areas of concern
regarding tsunami relief operations in Sri Lanka: among these,
that bureaucratic hurdles have been preventing the receipt of
relief supplies. More than 100 container loads of relief goods were
reportedly lying idle in the Colombo port due to heavy customs
duties, other charges and needless procedures. Inefficient
administration has also been posing different problems at the
local level. Relief assistance and rations have been distributed
through local cooperative stores, with only a handful of staff to
deal with thousands of people. They have been unable to cope
with the demand, and have been giving supplies simply on the
basis of first come first served. Due to this people have been
forced to start queuing up before dawn in the hope of getting
what is due to them. The reopening of schools has been
significantly and unnecessarily delayed, exacerbating and
prolonging the trauma felt by child victims of the tragedy.
Malpractices by the police in certain areas have also been
reported, such as delayed issuance of death certificates and
confiscation of ration cards, apparently to obtain and sell the
rations. At the end of January, a statement by the World Forum
of Fisher People ran in part as follows:
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Even after a month… shattered houses are still kept untouched. The
victims are in different camps without any proper cover from rain. No
cleaning up has started. We are reading a lot [about] spending enormous
money under the head of Rural Development (US$150m), Rail Transport
(190m), Water Supply and Sanitation (150m) Port Development (50m),
HRD and Social Services (135m), Housing and Townships (400m),
Industrial Development (35m), Tourism (20m) Private Enterprise
Development (50m), and the grand total is US$1500m. Out of this, can
the government clearly say how much will go to the hands of the victims?
Can the government say how much of this will go directly for the
housing, infrastructure development, fishing development for the
victims? Please explain this very clearly.

We want to make it very clear that the Sri Lankan Government was in
total bankruptcy before the tsunami. After the tsunami the government
has become very rich at the expense of the tsunami victims. The Sri
Lankan Government has the moral responsibility before the whole world
that it rise up to the occasion…

All the victims in Asia will be united to see that the money that comes
to the governments and NGOs comes to the development of the tsunami
victims. Everybody who receives money should publish the income
and expenditure before the victims. This is a must.

The Asian Human Rights Commission has supported this
assertion, as indeed do affected persons themselves. During the
past month, assemblies of victims in Sri Lanka have gathered
to express concerns over steps taken by the government to
prevent them rebuilding close to the sea. While the rationale
for not rebuilding in high-risk areas is accepted, the affected
persons find it extremely difficult to trust government promises
that they will get alternative land and new houses. At the time
of writing, nothing has been forthcoming: such are the
circumstances under which governments and international
organisations have strong obligations to ensure that the money
donated in fact be used for the stipulated purposes. The UN
Secretary General has wisely suggested that with the enormous
amounts involved, a special representative should be appointed
to look into the manner in which money given for tsunami relief,
rehabilitation and reconstruction is spent. It is suggested that
such a representative should look into the monies allocated not
only to governments but also to UN agencies.

Above all else, international agencies should not be afraid to
join with local people and tackle the problems associated with
the nature of civil administrations and political leadership in
the affected countries. The effective delivery of assistance
depends upon the role played by these domestic agencies. The
solving of internal problems should not be left to run its course:
rather, international and community pressure must push the
established order to change its practices where it is generating
more problems than it is solving. Purely compassionate actions
to help the victims will not suffice; strong efforts to get civil
administrations to act appropriately are essential. Without them,
the enormous goodwill that has followed the tsunami may also
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become its victim, not by way of the water itself, but by way of
civil administrations either unable or unwilling to cope with
the immense tasks at hand.
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Need another tsunami to wash
away India’s ugly caste system

V B Rawat, Social Development Foundation,
Delhi, India

When the tsunami hit Tamil Nadu, on India’s south-
eastern coast, it exposed caste prejudice more clearly
than ever. Political parties, non-governmental

organisations and religious groups also swept onto the shore.
They were all in a hurry to distribute their stuff. It was the best
possible marketing opportunity, as Prime Minister Manmohan
Singh said. But in their search to reach the damaged and
destroyed boats and their owners scattered along the coastline,
some were overlooked. These were the communities of Dalits
involved in fishing work. While the lives of fisherfolk were
attracting interest and sympathy, very few people know that in
Tamil Nadu and other parts of the country, Dalits are also
fisherfolk, but they fish mostly on leased boats. Even fewer
visitors bothered to stop at the ‘untouchable’ parts of villages a
few kilometres away from the beach, where people might not
have died but where they lost houses and daily work. In the entire
scheme of things, villages in Tamil Nadu and Pondicherry are
like their northern counterparts, part of the republic of the power
elite, for whom Dalits don’t matter.

Unlike in northern India, where Dalits are a poor but politically
strong community, in the south powerful non-governmental
organisations and religious community groups are using Dalits
for their own purposes. The radical movement that made Dalits
strong seems a story of the past here, and the oppression level
has grown in the absence of Dalit mobility.

It pains to narrate how difficult it was for me to visit these
areas and try to locate the victims of this hidden apartheid. We
have conquered everything except our prejudices and false
nationalism. When the Asian Human Rights Commission in
Hong Kong stated that Dalits in these areas were being
discriminated against in relief operations, a number of non-
governmental groups responded that everything was fine. Why

This text is adapted from the article, ‘Needed a Tsunami to destroy the ugly
relic of the Varna system’. Photographs by V B Rawat.
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should some of them feel jittery when someone complains that
things are malfunctioning? Why does our ‘nationalism’ come into
the picture when the true intentions of the authorities and their
society are exposed? Below are a few stories about my visit to
Pondicherry and Tamil Nadu and how I observed the treatment
of Dalits in the aftermath of the tsunami there.

Karaikal is a village about 40 kilometres from Nagpattinam.
Here we first saw the dangerous face of caste discrimination.
Out of about 730 fishing families, some 32 people died and 19
were missing. Most of the villagers who died were fish vendors.
The government of Pondicherry was quick to distribute 10,000
rupees per family for rebuilding of houses and 2000 rupees for
children’s school uniforms and books. One hundred thousand
was paid for each of those who died and 5000 rupees for cremation.
But not everybody has received the same assistance.

Paramswamy, a local lad who can speak English comes forward
to assist me. Param worked in Somalia and other places and had
been on leave for over a month. He is a captain of a vessel. He
and his associates want to take me on a visit to their village. As
I venture to see the broken temple on the sea bank and ask
them about Dalits, there is a conspicuous silence. “Please come
ahead, we want you to visit our village; a lot of people have died,”
says Param. I insist on seeing the adjacent village. I go to a bare-
chested man rebuilding his hut. I am sure that this man is a
Dalit. I ask my friends about him. “They are poor people,” he
replies. ‘Poor people’: I am amazed. Normally, this is not the
terminology that we use in India for Dalits. They move ahead
while I focus on this village, much to their discomfort. They don’t
want me to take a picture of these ‘poor people’. Their discomfort
reflects their upper caste mentality. Even my driver is frustrated
by my efforts to speak to local Dalits, despite language barriers.

Apparently, 132 families here had received nothing—or at least,
nothing useful. Children were playing on a heap of old clothes,
naively sent by the ‘charitable’ people of India. The local people
rejected them. After all, who among them would like to wear
torn jeans and broad shoulder tops? Such clothes are not
customary for the women here. In sending such things, cultural
sensibilities had been overlooked.

One of the worst affected areas, where over 300 deaths occurred
in a village of 1200 families, was T K Pattinam, known as
Pattinachery. Boats were lying far away in the fields, which had
been inundated by seawater. The entire village looked like a
ghost town. Most people were leaving. But scavengers were doing
the cleaning work as usual. Here still is the institution of the
ancient Varna system, introduced through the Law of Manu. Now
our national laws have reinterpreted that law. They may not say
it in the same words, but the fact is the entire work of public
cleaning in India is done by so-called untouchables: Bhangis,
Mehtars and all those who claim to be Valmikis. Even amid a
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tragedy no sign of progress was apparent. No local effort was being
made to overcome this crime of untouchability. Here again the
ugly face of the caste system was fully exposed.

I meet Saraswati, whose husband Selain died in the tsunami.
She has nowhere to go. With two sons and three daughters, they
received only 12,000 rupees. She is a Dalit woman belonging to
the Setti community, which was originally devoted to music and
dance. Her life is now a challenge. Her family doesn’t have enough
food to survive. Her fear is written on her face. She does not
know what to do and what will happen to her children. She had
been eating at community camps but the food was too bad to
consume, so she shifted to a friend’s house.

Moving towards Nagpattinam, we reached Nagore, a town
famous for its miraculous temple. Here distribution of relief
material was being handled more crudely. Good-looking women
and men were walking off with large amounts of supplies. Local
religious charitable organisations were taking care of their ‘own’
communities; organisers of relief camps trying to glorify their
activities while treating people with contempt.

I walk through the railway station, where a train saved the
day for the Muslim population. As I venture to cross the railway
line being constructed, I see a slum completely cut off from the
rest of the area, not geographically, but by social obligation.
Rajlingam, a labourer with Indian Railways, takes me in.
Rajlingam informs me that he has lost everything. The houses
are collapsed and nobody has ventured in to see their plight, even
though they are but a stone’s throw from the station.

Kannaiyan, a 42-year-old who lost his mother in the tsunami
accompanies us. His house is gone. There is nothing remaining.
He has two daughters and one son. His elder daughter is in
university and the younger one is in 10th grade. His son is doing
12th grade. He does not know where to start. He tells me that he
has received nothing so far. While the government of Tamil Nadu
was so prompt in giving relief to everyone, till my visit to this
area on January 10, there was no relief for him: neither the
money for his lost mother, nor that for his house reconstruction.

Almost nobody was living here at the time of my visit. There
were 43 families and more then 150 members in the community.
None of the families had received any assistance from the
government. No political leaders had visited there. Strangely
enough, not even the customary rice handout had been given to
them. The community had been dumped at a wayside house in
front of the railway station. I went to see. Mosquitoes were
everywhere. There was fear of an epidemic. There was no food,
no assistance from charitable groups. Children cried and
suffocated, as the place was overcrowded. There was not even
space to cry, let alone play. Women were sitting in the dark.
They complained that there was nothing to eat and that it was
difficult to sleep at night.
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 We continued to Cuddalore, another of the most-affected
regions. About five kilometres from this town there is a village
called Devanpattinam. Most of the village, which was on the
seashore, was wiped off the map. Swami Chidananda ‘descended’
from the Himalayas with promises to rebuild the entire village,
along with his famous disciple Vivek Oberai. So far nothing had
been done except to build some community kitchens. The swami
had gone around with a few foreign disciples, cameras in hands.
More then 200 families were still sleeping in the open, yet as
evening sets in, the swami’s ashram remained full of light, while
darkness visited the rest of the village.

I listen to Bharati, a young girl who is sitting in the ruins of
her house: “The swami is not promising a house. He is promising
a hut without any floor, kitchen or toilet.” She complains about
the poor quality of the rice given. Her brother comes and choruses
that the community food is worth eating only by dogs. “I have a
severe stomach ache now,” he says. They have lost three boats.
The sea is their life; they cannot go elsewhere.

What perturbed me most is that as usual we were informed
that it was just the fishing community that had been the victim
of the tsunami: a convenient lie that allows for business as usual,
even in these extreme conditions. When some fishermen saw
Dalits eating in the community kitchen they became so violent
that the swami had to intervene. He was forced to start a separate
kitchen for Dalits. Even in such a situation, we did not have the
courage to challenge the status quo. More than 52 people died in
this village, yet such prejudice has not died in the minds and
hearts of the people.

Not only Hindus but also Christians cried against the Dalits.
In Tamil Nadu and Kerala, a large number of fisherfolk are
Christians. Many in the Christian community have upper caste
backgrounds, and together with the fisherfolk they persist in
their common antipathy towards the Dalits. That is one reason
why a large number of organisations took offence when
discrimination in giving assistance was reported. Very few
Christians except for John Dayal and the All India Catholic Union
admitted to violations of human rights of Dalits. Perhaps some of
them did not want to take on the government when it mentioned
that everything was ‘superb’. Of course, the government was
prompt in its relief efforts, but Dalits did not benefit.

Chidambaram Taluka of Cuddalore district was one of the most
damaged areas. Passing through, I see a small hoarding, ‘Dalits’
and go to speak to the people. In the absence of any translator, I
realise that those sitting there are protesting against
discrimination in relief provisions. Against the wish of my driver,
we go to the Dalit area. This village falls under Panchayat Killai
where 60 people out of 150 families have been enrolled as
fishermen. Nearly half lost their boats and nets. These Dalits
normally lease their boats. They also work as sharecroppers. The
entire village is pitch dark: there is no electricity. I move along
with other friends who want me to see their homes. Some are in
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the gutter and the sand, lying on the earth with women imploring
for some relief. I see a vehicle with a red siren passing through
the village, not daring to stop on the way. I move in the dark to
see the houses. People narrate stories. At a corner shop with a
lamp, these folks bring their torn nets to show their losses.

Nagpattinam also bore the brunt of the tsunami. The havoc
created here could be seen all over the city. I stood on a sea
beach where people were cremating their loved-ones. Women
came with offerings, young lads were shaved and put in front of a
god who could not control the tsunami; Brahmins are bouncing
back to work during this tragedy, in a state that threw them out
several years back.

A few people complain to me of their future and ask me to
visit. I move through the debris being cleared by the municipal
corporation and am informed that the body of a small child has
just been found. This is on January 9, nearly 15 days after the
tsunami struck. On the street, several women are sitting and
asking for assistance. They ask the municipal sweeper to
uncover the child. I am not interested in looking, I tell them. He
does it with his hand, anyway. I realise that these people are not
locals, as locals will not even touch the corpses of their loved-
ones. I start questioning them and to my shock am told that they
work as sweepers in Madurai, about 250 kilometres away. They
are getting 35 rupees per day for this work. There is no social
security for them. Nothing else is provided. The calamity should
have given us an opportunity to forget prejudices and work as
human beings, but instead it has deepened exploitation. We have
seen such situations in many parts of the country, but in Tamil
Nadu I am disappointed because it is the land of E V Periyar, the
leader of the self-respect movement for social justice. I looked
for my icon Periyar and his disciples, and asked what were they
doing to eliminate this discrimination against Dalits, but could
see nothing.

From Nagpattinam, we were on our way to Valankini, a famous
Christian town. Midway, we meet a group of about 50 women
also going to Valankini. It transpires that they are Dalits from
nearby villages going to seek assistance. They have not received
anything. They have lost their household items and want the
authorities to visit their village. As we are talking, a big four-
wheel drive vehicle stops nearby. A man holding a press card
from a national television channel approaches. “Can I help you?
Who are you and what are you looking for?” he asks. “I am here
looking into whether relief is going to the right people and
whether Dalits are getting fair treatment or not,” I reply. He offers
to translate, but as the women shout and tell him their stories,
he suggests that they are lying opportunists. “You don’t need to
speak to them. Instead, you should visit the district
administration office and gather all the information you need”,
he suggests. I tell him to go and do his business. “I am aware
that the media collect information from those offices, but I don’t.
That is the difference. We see the people’s perspective while you
report the ‘national’ perspective. And please don’t say that these
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people are telling lies. Nobody begs unless forced to,” I say. “Even
if they are lying, I am sure they have nothing. Do we need another
tsunami to remember those whom we have betrayed?” The media
people go away, and I speak with the women further. There is
pain and anguish in their faces.

On Chennai’s famous Marina beach, I catch a glimpse of those
who are the real thieves and liars. I see people on motorbikes,
in cars and trishaws, carrying relief material. I move towards
the shattered huts on the beach and find people sitting on their
ruins. “We have nothing, sir,” says a young man in Hindi. He is
an immigrant from Bihar. “Most of those who fell to the tsunami
were just living by renting things. They leased their boats and
houses and most of the workers living here have nothing. The
trouble with the agencies is that they are giving relief to those
who have identity cards, but how can those who don’t have a
place in their name have the cards?” So most of the relief has
been appropriated by those who have facilities at their homes,
those who did not suffer deaths in the family, but are dying to
take the benefits of others.

The tsunami, unfortunately, has been a victory for the status
quo. Those on the margins remain on the margins, while those
preaching godliness are still doing the same while strengthening
their caste system and spreading the notoriety of their religion.
This tsunami, about which we have all been crying, has not been
strong enough even to wash away the almighty destructive caste
system in India. Perhaps, we need another bigger tsunami to do
this.



The Asian Human Rights Charter on enforcement of rights and the
machinery for enforcement (www.ahrchk.net/charter)

15.1    Many Asian states have guarantees of human rights in their constitutions, and many
of them have ratified international instruments on human rights. However, there
continues to be a wide gap between rights enshrined in these documents and the
abject reality that denies people their rights. Asian states must take urgent action to
implement the human rights of their citizens and residents.

15.4.a The judiciary is a major means for the protection of rights. It has the power to receive
complaints of the violation of rights, to hear evidence, and to provide redress for
violations, including punishment for violators. The judiciary can only perform this
function if the legal system is strong and well-organized. The members of the judiciary
should be competent, experienced and have a commitment to human rights, dignity
and justice. They should be independent of the legislature and the executive by vesting
the power of their appointment in a judicial service commission and by constitutional
safeguards of their tenure. Judicial institutions should fairly reflect the character of the
different sections of the people by religion, region, gender and social class. This means
that there must be a restructuring of the judiciary and the investigative machinery.
More women, more under-privileged categories and more of the Pariahs of society
must by deliberate State action be lifted out of the mire and instilled in judicial
positions with necessary training. Only such a measure will command the confidence
of the weaker sector whose human rights are ordinarily ignored in the traditional
societies of Asia.

15.4.b The legal profession should be independent. Legal aid should be provided for those
who are unable to afford the services of lawyers or have access to courts, for the protection
of their rights. Rules which unduly restrict access to courts should be reformed to
provide a broad access. Social and welfare organizations should be authorised to bring
legal action on behalf of individuals and groups who are unable to utilize the courts.

15.4.c All states should establish Human Rights Commissions and specialized institutions
for the protection of rights, particularly of vulnerable members of society. They can
provide easy, friendly and inexpensive access to justice for victims of human rights
violations. These bodies can supplement the role of the judiciary. They enjoy special
advantages: they can help establish standards for the implementation of human rights
norms; they can disseminate information about human rights; they can investigate
allegations of violation of rights; they can promote conciliation and mediation; and
they can seek to enforce human rights through administrative or judicial means. They
can act on their own initiative as well on complaints from members of the public.

15.4.d Civil society institutions can help to enforce rights through the organization of People’s
Tribunals, which can touch the conscience of the government and the public. The
establishment of People’s Tribunals emphasizes that the responsibility for the protection
of rights is wide, and not a preserve of the state. They are not confined to legal rules in
their adjudication and can consequently help to uncover the moral and spiritual
foundations of human rights.
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